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was not cast across the deep eighteenth-century
cleft between the ideal and the reality. Of greater
significance was Wieiand's interpretation of antiquity.
In his early., pietistic days, that poet had frowned
disapprovingly on the Bacchuses and Venuses of the
rococo ; although he had himself introduced the
gods in the traditional way, in his youthful epics,
Hermann and Cyrus. But he, too, when his pietistic
phase passed and he appeared in his true colours as a
laughing Democritos, harked back to the rococo. His
Hellas was now a Hellas that revelled in unabashed
epicureanism, and jumbled together, with reckless
indifference, Christianity, Horace, and the Greeks.
There was, in truth, not much Greek blood in Wie-
land's veins ; the gods of Greece with whom he was
on most familiar terms were those of his favourite
author Lucian. But let us not be unjust to him, and
there is a danger of this, for few of us have patience
nowadays to read the long and tedious novels of his
later life. And yet, books like Agathoddmon and
Aristipp do show a finer, more serious conception of
the Greek world, and a better understanding of the
share of Greece in modern culture ; as he grew older,
Wieland was susceptible to the new forces of his age ;
he had learned not merely from Winckelmann, but
also from Herder.
We may, then, scorn the baroque and the rococo
as artificial and untrue; we may writhe under the
frivolity of the anacreonticists; Winckelmann's
Olympos in its remoteness may leave us cold; but
we must not forget that the Greek gods these men
looked up to provided their imaginations with a
refuge from the grey world of every day. Gessner's
unwillingness to stand up to the living present may
be but a cowardly shirking of the true poet's first
duty to his time; we may resent Wieland's acrid,
euhemeristic rationalism, which fondles the old gods
only to proclaim them impostors; or Winckelmann's
view, that they were only eternally beautiful allegories ;

